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Abstract

There are currently no well-established techniques or tools to build adaptive 3D user interfaces. The aim of this research is to overcome identified shortcomings by providing a model and framework for the semantic enrichment of scene graphs for task based adaptation in 3D user interfaces. The semantic enrichment of scenes can play an extremely important role in enabling the viewers to understand and interact with the usually complex and incomprehensible visualized information, in simple, intuitive and user-friendly ways. The goal of our research is to develop a general model and framework supporting the adaptations of 3D user interfaces. The general model and framework relies on the formalization of the vertical correspondence between two layers: the spatial layer (the graphics) and the semantic layer (the concepts).
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INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Scene graphs have become an established tool for developing interactive 3D applications. They offer an object-oriented and structured approach to describing the application’s graphical needs and interactions with the 3D presentation. According to Reitmayr and Schmalstieg [1], the original idea of the scene graph is to allow for rapid and flexible implementation of 3D user interfaces.

Leisser et al. affirm that in a visual application, two layers can be identified as outline structure: a semantic layer and a visualization layer [2]. The semantic layer describes what is to be visualized, namely, the relation between concepts within a knowledge base, for example, as a domain ontology or a concept map. The visualization layer describes what is visible on the screen.

In [3], a generalized model and methodology to incorporate domain knowledge into 3D scenes in web-based environments is presented. The related methodology raises the description of graphics and virtual reality content to the ontologies layer of the semantic web offering new interesting techniques to manipulate and query the scenes. Informally, the task is a collection of activities in a domain, with a common goal. Task-aware interfaces represent, in machine-readable form, the knowledge about: what the task is, how it is represented in the interface, how it is decomposed into actions, and how these actions correspond to the applications functionality.

RELATED WORK
According to Chittaro and Ranon, augmenting virtual environments with adaptive capabilities could greatly increase their usability and effectiveness [4,5,6]. Li and Hsu propose an intelligent 3D UI adapting to user control behaviors is presented [7]. They propose two mechanisms to make the intelligent 3D user interface with virtual forces adaptive to users’ control behaviours in order to further improve the navigation performance. Santos and Osorio propose an intelligent, adaptable, three-dimensional and virtual environment that explores the resources of Virtual Reality, seeking to increase the interactivity degree between the users and the environment [8].

Bilasco et al. present an open framework supporting rule-based adaptations of 3D scenes is used [9]. The main role of the adaptation framework is to arrange the adaptation process following the adaptation strategy materialized by adaptation rules that come with the scene request. The adaptation framework relies on the 3DAF (3D Annotation Framework) that handles the identification of objects matching the rule criterion, and external engines that either adapt individual objects or regions [10].
Di Giacomo et al. have contributed to the assisted extraction of semantic and knowledge information from 3D spatial information [11, 12]. Garcia-Rojas et al. have contributed to the development of a global semantic representation connecting 3D spatial information with domain knowledge [13, 14, 15]. Mocozet et al. propose scenarios that demonstrate the benefit that can be expected from this type of representations for storing, retrieving and querying 3D models [16].

Falquet and Métral have presented a global semantic model to integrate non-geometric urban knowledge and data into 3D city models [17]. In addition to this semantic integration, the authors have defined a declarative specification language that enables the designer, or the expert user, to specify 3D representations for non-geometric knowledge elements and to include them into the 3D scenes that represent 3D city models. This knowledge integration can take the form of semantic navigation links between 3D elements, thus accelerating the access operations within 3D scene. Métral et al. have achieved the semantic integration of urban knowledge for urban planning communication [18]. The authors have defined an ontology-based model whose main characteristic is to the semantic integration in a knowledge base of the urban knowledge coming from various sources such as geographical information systems databases, master plans, local plans and any other document.

EXPECED CONTRIBUTIONS

One of the originality of this research, compared to the state of the art, is to focus on the dynamic aspect of the 3D scene. If the 3D scene is intended to convey knowledge about processes, procedures, actions, tasks, etc. of a particular domain (e.g. how to remove a part of an engine, how does a mechanical adding machine works, ...) then the scene must be coupled with animation and interaction features. This dynamic aspect of a scene must be represented both at the scene and at the conceptual levels. At the scene level, interaction and animation are often represented through the notions of sensor (to detect user actions), events and event propagation routes, and actions that transform the attributes of some scene components (position, orientation, size, colour, texture, etc.). At the conceptual level the objective is to model the domain processes through their decomposition into subprocesses, the synchronization of these sub-processes, and their actions on the domain objects. Formalisms such as Petri Nets, state charts, etc. are adequate to represent domain processes.

The tasks we intend to model belong to two categories:
- domain tasks or processes (e.g. show how an engine functions),
- visualization tasks: these are tasks that have no counterpart in the domain but that help the user visualize and understand the 3D scene, and hence the domain of interest. Typical visualization tasks are: making an object transparent or moving objects around to enhance the visibility of some part of the scene, move the user's point of view (the camera) to an appropriate location, etc.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented an overview our proposed general model and framework relying on the formalization of the vertical correspondence between two layers: the spatial layer (the graphics) and the semantic layer (the concepts). The main role of the general model and framework is to arrange an automatic adaptation process in the 3D UI following the adaptation model materialized by adaptation rules. The research steps are essentially composed of defining and building the correspondence models between and within each layer. The two final steps consist in first, the implementation of the proposed general model and framework, and then, experiments with the model in form of case studies and usability tests with the model.
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